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PC Building Simulator is a construction simulator where players get to design and build their own
high tech PC in your custom workshop to meet their demanding specifications. The game allows

players to select from a variety of different components that all relate to different functions of the
PC. Once a player has selected all of their options they can put their PC into design mode and build it
using a step-by-step interface. PC Building Simulator puts you in charge of making your own custom
PC. Using real parts you must learn how your PC is put together by following a step-by-step guide.

The instructions are easy to follow and if you get stuck in certain areas you can always go back and
re-read the step-by-step guide. You can talk to your customers and show them your finished product

on your workshop TV. In PC Building Simulator you get to customize your custom workshop with
comfy chairs, items that are on sale, etc. all while you make your PC fit the task you have set it to

do. If you need to repair your PC you can call your customers and have them over to repair your poor
machine, this will make your customers feel great and you will get more customers which will make
you get more money. When a customer is done with their PC, you can return their parts and start

designing a new PC and starting the process again.As PC Building Simulator plays, you can also sell
your own components, add design options such as a custom PC case, DDR4 memory, graphics card,
HDD, CPU, and a range of other components. Customers can come by your workshop to choose and

purchase your finished products as well as designing their own supercomputer, with only a few
certain parts being available you will have to design a superb work of art with a small selection of

parts.
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PC Building Simulator has already enjoyed viral success with over 1,100,000 downloads of its pre-
alpha demo and has now been lovingly developed into a fully-fledged simulation to allow you to build

the PC of your dreams. Career mode in the Simulator Building PC puts you responsible for the
business of making and repairing your own PC. From your own comfortable workshop, you must use

all your technical skills to complete various works that approach you. PC Building Simulator has
already enjoyed viral success with over 500,000 downloads of its pre-alpha demo and has now been
lovingly developed into a fully fledged simulation to allow you to build the PC of your dreams. Build

your very own PC empire, from simple diagnosis and repairs to bespoke, boutique creations that any
gamer would drool over. With an ever-expanding marketplace full of real-world and realistically

priced components you can finally stop dreaming of that ultimate PC and get out there, build it and
see how it benchmarks! PC Building Simulator has already enjoyed viral success with over 1,100,000
downloads of its pre-alpha demo and has now been lovingly developed into a fully fledged simulation

to allow you to build the PC of your dreams. The career mode in PC Building Simulator puts you in
charge of your very own PC building and repair business. From your own cozy workshop, you must

use all your technical skills to complete the various jobs that come your way. Customers will provide
you with a range of jobs from simple upgrades and repairs to full system builds which you must

complete while balancing your books to ensure you are still making a profit! 5ec8ef588b
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